2020/2021 WORK STUDY PROGRAM

JOB POSTING

JOB TITLE: ATRS5 - Vikes Camera Operator/Game Filmer

DEPARTMENT NAME: Vikes Athletics and Recreation

CONTACT NAME: Larissa McKinlay

JOB DESCRIPTION:

Responsible for set up, take down and filming at selected varsity events (basketball, soccer, rugby and field hockey). Uploading of video files following each game may be required. Evening and weekend work required. Works as a member of the Vikes event staff team to perform other duties as required.

QUALIFICATIONS:

Knowledge and experience operating a camcorder an asset.
Previous game taping experience and/or knowledge of sport an asset
Knowledge and experience with Vikes athletic events an asset.
Commitment to service excellence.
Demonstrated ability to work as a member of a team.

JOB LOCATION ON-CAMPUS: Athletic Venues; CARSA, Centennial Stadium, Wallace Field

WORK STUDY WAGE: $15.50 (includes 4% vacation pay)

HOURS AVAILABLE: 100

HOW TO APPLY:

In person with resume, cover letter and work study authorization hours to Larissa McKinlay CARSA A250.